
 Econophysics &  Big Data
• broadbrush today....details in http://polymer.bu.edu/~hes/
•  work by (one could wish no finer collaborators): 

Gabaix (Fisher-Black Prize!), Salinger, Pammolli, 
Riccaboni, Podobnik, Preis, Moat,  Vodenska, Buldyrev, 
Havlin,Mantegna,Gopikrishnan, Plerou (Young Scientist 
Prize),  Petersen, Liu, Cizeau, Fu, D.Wang, H. Wang, F. 
Wang,Bertella,X.Huang, S.Zhang, G.Li, J. Wu, S. Levy, X. 
Feng, Yamasaki,  Rosenow, Amaral, Ivanov,  Matia, W-X 
Zhou, Z. Q. Jiang, Weber, Chessa, Gou, Lee, Meyer, Y-H Shao, 
Carbone, Ben-Jacob, Kenett, Fu, Majdanzic, Schneider, 
Curme, Avakian, Su, Lu, S. Shao,Ling, H.Huang,  

                                     & YOU  [??]           
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INVITATION: please consider to come to Rm. SCI-204......
i will welcome you at any time!
             
Friday, January 22, 16

file://localhost/Users/hes/bu/leiden-lorentz-water.key
file://localhost/Users/hes/bu/leiden-lorentz-water.key
http://polymer.bu.edu/~hes/networks/
http://polymer.bu.edu/~hes/networks/


Can physicists contribute to 
economics/finance?

• get an economics partner...& respect him/her!
• get as much data as exists (“big data”)
• ask “What are these data telling us?”
• to find out, quantify each finding...
• Do not be too timid:  e.g., Aggregate, ...
• try to relate all findings (ex: price, volume, 

intertrade times, volatility,...)
• Make “model” relating all facts (“cheating”?)
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Dedication: TINBERGEN/EHRENFEST the first econophysicists?
Friday, January 22, 16



 THE PUZZLE: “SWITCHING WITHOUT SWITCHES”

“Big switch” : 19 Oct. 1987 (25% worldwide “earthquake/tsunami”)
Friday, January 22, 16



BY EYE:   What do these data tell us?  

Returns non-Gaussian (known qualitatively, but under-appreciated!)

Large events cluster (like earthquakes) (also known qualitatively)

“Aftershocks” Omori-correlated (Palermo 03;  BU 07)

“Aftershocks of each aftershock” also Omori-correlated:   (BU) 
07)

power l                                                                             law volatility correlations

Q: can your eye see the power law? that it is inverse cubic?

Friday, January 22, 16
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WHAT DO THESE DATA TELL US????   “Inverse cubic law” (EYE)
holds over 6 orders of magnitude on y-axis (8 for pdf: inverse quartic)

200,000 data 
points per stock 
X 1000 stocks =
 200,000,000 
data points

events 8 orders of 
magnitude 
MORE RARE 
than everyday 
values conform to 
the SAME pdf
Gutenberg-Richter 
earthquake law:
mag = 7 quake same law 
as mag = 1 quake

Note: there is NOT a perfect power law due to 
corrections at both ends of a power law 
region, just as for  power laws in turbulence. 

Mandelbrot: 1.7

Gopikrishnan,Plerou, HES
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Aggregating is also  “cheating”??  
Find that inverse cubic law holds “microscopically”  for each stock 

Gopikrishnan,Plerou, HES 

EACH ONE of  
the e

Friday, January 22, 16



The Economist

Text
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The Economist

Text
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Each stock is a unit, interacting 
with other stocks (units) and 
bathed in a magnetic field H.         
J depends on the two stocks, and 
H depends on the stock. Both can 
change with time.

Possible models:
(a) Units can be in Q different 
DISCRETE states: “Potts 
Model” (Potts 1952).  

(b) n-dimensional units. Each can 
be in a CONTINUUM of states:    
“n-Vector Model” ( HES 1969)

“How?”  “Models?”: Herd vs. News?

MH⇧
M

H ⇤1⌅aH↵/aH
⇥

M

H1/⌃
, (11b)

and

⌅H⇧
⌅

HaT /aH
⇥

⌅

H1/ (11c)

are termed the scaled magnetization and scaled tempera-
ture, while the function F (1)(x)⇥M(1,x) defined in Eq.
(11a) is called a scaling function.

In Fig. 1, the scaled magnetization MH is plotted
against the scaled temperature ⌅H , and the entire family
of M(H⇥const,T) curves ‘‘collapse’’ onto a single func-
tion. This scaling function F (1)(H)⇥M(1,⌅H) evidently
is the magnetization function in fixed nonzero magnetic
field.

V. WHAT IS UNIVERSALITY?

Empirically, one finds that all systems in nature be-
long to one of a comparatively small number of such
universality classes. Two specific microscopic interaction
Hamiltonians appear almost sufficient to encompass the
universality classes necessary for static critical phenom-
ena.

The first of these is the Q-state Potts model (Potts,
1952; Wu, 1982). One assumes that each spin i can be in
one of Q possible discrete orientations � i (� i
⇥1,2, . . . ,Q). If two neighboring spins i and j are in the
same orientation, then they contribute an amount ⌅J to
the total energy of a configuration. If i and j are in dif-
ferent orientations, they contribute nothing. Thus the
interaction Hamiltonian is [Fig. 2(a)]

H⇤d ,s ↵⇥⌅J⌦
⇥ij�

⌃⇤� i ,� j↵, (12a)

where ⌃(� i ,� j)⇥1 if � i⇥� j , and is zero otherwise. The
angular brackets in Eq. (12a) indicate that the summa-
tion is over all pairs of nearest-neighbor sites ⇥ij�. The
interaction energy of a pair of neighboring parallel spins
is ⌅J , so that if J�0, the system should order ferromag-
netically at T⇥0.

The second such model is the n-vector model (Stan-
ley, 1968), characterized by spins capable of taking on a
continuum of states [Fig. 2(b)]. The Hamiltonian for the
n-vector model is

H⇤d ,n ↵⇥⌅J⌦
⇥ij�

S� i•S� j . (12b)

Here, the spin S� i⇧(Si1 ,Si2 , . . . ,Sin) is an
n-dimensional unit vector with ⌦⌥⇥1

n Si⌥
2 ⇥1, and S� i inter-

acts isotropically with spin S� j localized on site j . Two
parameters in the n-vector model are the system dimen-
sionality d and the spin dimensionality n. The parameter
n is sometimes called the order-parameter symmetry
number; both d and n determine the universality class of
a system for static exponents.

Both the Potts and n-vector hierarchies are generali-
zation of the simple Ising model of a uniaxial ferromag-
net. This is indicated schematically in Fig. 2(c), in which
the Potts hierarchy is depicted as a north-south ‘‘Metro
line,’’ while the n-vector hierarchy appears as an east-
west line. The various stops along the respective Metro
lines are labeled by the appropriate value of s and n .
The two Metro lines have a correspondence at the Ising
model, where Q⇥2 and n⇥1.

Along the north-south Metro line (the Q-state hierar-
chy), Kasteleyn and Fortuin showed that the limit Q
⇥1 reduces to the random percolation problem, which
may be relevant to the onset of gelation (Stauffer and
Aharony, 1992; Bunde and Havlin, 1996). Stephen dem-
onstrated that the limit Q⇥0 corresponds to a type of
treelike percolation, while Aharony and Müller showed
that the case Q⇥3 has been demonstrated to be of rel-
evance in interpreting experimental data on structural
phase transitions and on absorbed monolayer systems.

The east-west Metro line, though newer, has probably
been studied more extensively than the north-south line;
hence we shall discuss the east-west line first. For n⇥1,
the spins Si are one-dimensional unit vectors which take
on the values ⇤1. Equation (12b), H(d ,1), is the Ising
Hamiltonian, which has proved extremely useful in in-
terpreting the properties of the liquid-gas critical point
(Levelt Sengers et al., 1977). This case also corresponds
to the uniaxial ferromagnet introduced previously.

FIG. 2. Schematic illustrations of the possible orientations of
the spins in (a) the s-state Potts model, and (b) the n-vector
model. Note that the two models coincide when Q⇥2 and n
⇥1. (c) North-south and east-west ‘‘Metro lines.’’

S361H. Eugene Stanley: Scaling, universality, and renormalization

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 2, Centenary 1999

(1) “herd effect” (exchange int. J).    (2) news effect (external field H)

(c) modified Edwards-Anderson 
“spin glass” (w/ t-dep interactions)

Friday, January 22, 16
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PUZZLE: 
How does a 
paramagnet 
“know” when to 
spontaneously 
order  itself?

ANSWER: 
When the 
exponential decay 
along a 1-d path 
balances the 
exponential 
increase in the 
number of paths.  

v = J/kT = n.n. 
coupling strength

HERD EFFECT (magnet)

Friday, January 22, 16



   DATA Show:  power-law exponents are Universal (indep of time
period, country, volatility (ex 1987,2008,.. same!). implies what??

 

TEST #1: if interacting system of subunits, should be “universality”

Friday, January 22, 16



BY EYE:   What do these data tell us?  

Returns non-Gaussian (known qualitatively, but under-appreciated!)

Large events cluster (like earthquakes) (also known qualitatively)

“Aftershocks” Omori-correlated (Palermo 03;  BU 07)

“Aftershocks of each aftershock” also Omori-correlated:   (BU) 
07)

power l                                                                             law volatility correlations

Q: can your eye see the power law? that it is inverse cubic?

Friday, January 22, 16



Test 2: Are there time Correlations? 
((economists knew these results, qualitatively, as volatility 

clustering....so calculate autocorrelation function and get a “law”))

• Returns are UN-correlated after 4 min
• Absolute value of returns (volatility)
  is long range correlated, so returns
  CAN NOT BE serially independent.

Volatility

Friday, January 22, 16
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 TEST 3:  Crossover in Volatility pdf from (known) log-normal to 
(new) power law  (Surprise!)

 
Liu,Cizeau,
Meyer.``The 
Statistical 
Properties of 
the Volatility 
of Price 
Flucts” 
Phys. Rev. E  
60, 1390. 

Friday, January 22, 16
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Can a law describe bubbles and crashes in ! !
financial markets?
Tobias Preis 1,2 and H. Eugene Stanley 1

Figure 1 | Scale-free behavior 
of financial market fluctua-
tions. Financial market time 
series feature identical proper-
ties on very different time 
scales. All four curves are sub-
sets of a 14 million transactions 
dataset taken from a German 
DAX future time series. The 
price curves cover time periods 
of roughly 1 day (top curve), 1 
hour, 10 minutes,  and 1 minute 
(bottom curve). Local maximum 
and minimum values are marked 
as blue and red circles.

Physics World, May 2011
DETAILS IN:
T. Preis, J. Schneider, HES``Switching Processes in
Financial Markets,'' PNAS 108, 7674 (2011).

Goal: every trade---msec level...

Friday, January 22, 16
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(b) 1&+&.#56"+5,6',-'%,7"%'$.57&'&8+.&#"'(�t=3 !xed)

Price

Volume

�t �t
�t �t

�t �t
�t �t

Transaction by transaction

9&+:,0

Trend #1

Trend #2

Trend #3

Preis/HES/Schneider (2011 PNAS; May 2011 Physics World)  
BIG QUESTION: How to quantify/analyze?????
ANS:   ::                                     

Text

Friday, January 22, 16
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SCALE FREE SPECIFIC HEAT NEAR HELIUM SWITCH 
POINT

Note: Same FUNCTION for 3 different scales: 6 orders of 
magnitude!!!

Friday, January 22, 16
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 Preis/HES/Schneider (2011 PNAS; May 2011 Physics World)
Friday, January 22, 16
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                           T. Preis

GERMAN MARKET

TICK BY TICK DATA SET

DAX FUTURE

2007—2008

14m records

US MARKET

DAILY DATA SETS

ALL 500 S&P500 STOCKS

1962 — 2009

2.6m records

Preis/HES/Schneider (2011 PNAS, May 2011 Physics World)
100x60x60x24x100 = 1,000,000,000....9 orders of magnitude !
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350	  State	  Points	  
analyzed
4	  system	  sizes

both	  sides	  of	  Widom	  
line

both	  sides	  of	  LLPT	  line

Kesselring,	  Franzese,
Buldyrev,	  Herrmann,HES:
Nature	  Scien,fic	  Reports
2012;	  J.	  Chem.	  Phys.	  
2013

xt
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FIG. 1: Fluctuating density of a molecular dynamics run at 200MPa and 248K with 343 ST2 water molecules between the
density of LDL and HDL versus the time. On the right the histogram of this run is shown. Two snapshots of the system are
shown, one in the LDL (blue dominated) and one in the HDL (red dominated) phase. Only the oxygen atoms are shown, they
are colored according to their local q6 order parameter on the second shell, a parameter which distinguishes between LDL and
HDL. Values around 0.2 are typical for the high density phase and are colored red. Values around 0.4 are typical for the low
density phase and colored blue.

values below for bimodal distributions. Therefore the lower the Binder cumulant is below 2/3, the more bimodal is
the distribution. The binder cumulants minimum of course is at the phase transition temperature, hence we have
to look for the minimum of the Binder cumulant for di!erent temperatures. We observe nearly the same minimum
for all three system sizes 343, 512 and 729 see figure 2. Therefore we conclude that this minimum also exists in the
thermodynamic limit at 210MPa.

Trying to follow the first order phase transition line we look at lower pressures namely 190MPa, were we do not
find any indication for a first order phase transition anymore. The histograms may still be bimodal for small system
sizes (N = 216 molecules), but the peaks are no longer well separated. For bigger sizes the bimodality vanishes. We
assess again the degree of bimodality using the Binder cumulant by extrapolating using di!erent system sizes how
the Binder cumulant behaves for a system in the thermodynamic limit (see figure 3). We find that the minimum of
the Binder cumulant is going to 2/3 and therefore there is no indication for a first order phase transition at 190MPa.
The energy is changing from !44 kJ/mol to !37 kJ/mol for temperatures increasing from T = 248 K to T = 251 K,
while the density is shifting from over 1g/cm3 to 0.90g/cm3, which is typical for supercritical liquids .

Since we found a first order phase transition at high pressures, but not at low pressures, we investigated the
intermediate range of pressures. As figure 4 shows we find a very nice agreement of the order parameter distribution
function in our model with the ordering operator distribution for the three dimensional Ising model [19] at 200MPa and
247.3K, and therefore locate the critical point at this temperature and pressure. We calculated the distribution using
histogram reweighting [20] at temperatures 246K, 248K and 250K, all at 200MPa in a constant pressure, constant
temperature ensemble using 343 molecules.

Our estimated critical pressure and temperature di!er slightly from the values estimated by Liu et al. [11], see
table I. This can be explained by the fact that we treat the long range electrical forces by the reaction field method
as in the original ST2 paper [21], while Lui et al use the Ewald summation technique. Poole et al. also used the ST2
potential with the reaction field but in the NVT ensemble, both critical points fall into the same region.

To show that both phases are liquid, we analyze the phase we interpret as LDL. (The LDL is more similar to ice
than the HDL phase in both: density and structure measured by Q6. Hence the LDL phase is the phase that a crystal
could be mistaken with.) In figure 5 we use the order parameter Q6 and show that it scales as the square of the
system size as expected for liquids.

We also investigate the structure of the phases LDL and HDL to check whether these phases correspond to the
phases called LDL and HDL in literature. For this we use the intermediate scattering function as defined in Eq. 2.
We show the resulting structure for two di!erent pressures and two di!erent temperatures in figure 6. The first two

water:  time dep. for 1 state point near ph. trans. line:

Friday, January 22, 16



Did Ehrenfest contribute to 
economics? 
      YES, says Jan Tinbergen!
Between 1921 and 1925, Tinbergen studied mathematics and 
physics at the University of Leiden under Paul Ehrenfest. During 
those years at Leiden he had numerous discussions with 
Ehrenfest, Kamerlingh Onnes, Hendrik Lorentz, Pieter Zeeman, 
and Albert Einstein.

In 1929 he defended his PhD thesis titled "Minimumproblemen in 
de natuurkunde en de economie" (Minimisation problems in 
Physics and Economics). This topic was suggested by Ehrenfest 
and allowed Tinbergen to combine his interests in mathematics, 
physics, economics and politics.  Diego Garlaschelli biosketch23
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Network	  
A

Network	  B

Critical Breakdown Threshold for 2 Interdependent Networks

•  Economy: Networks of banks, insurance companies, and firms which interact 
   and depend on each other. 

•  Physiology: The human body is composed of inter-dependent networks (hip!)   
   
•  Biology: A specific cellular function is performed by a network of interacting                     
proteins, which depend on other networks 

Failure in network A 
 causes failure in network B 
 causes further failure in network A …..CASCADES

What are the critical breakdown thresholds for such 
interdependent networks? 
What is size of cascade failures?   

Buldyrev, Parshani, Paul, Stanley, Havlin, Nature, 464, 1025 (2010)

FURTHER EXAMPLES OF INTERDEPENDENT NETWORKS:
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